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Observations from Provincial Coach Vince Mikuska and Regional Coach Mike Flegel 
at Short Course AAA Championships, 2013 
 
March 11, 2013 
 
Technical Observations 
 
Myelin 
Swimming is a technical sport with an endurance component, not an endurance sport 
with a technical component. If you haven’t read “The Talent Code” by Daniel Coyle 
you need to in order to really understand this point or do some research on myelin. If 
you have the book go back and review the “Deep Practice” chapter pages 44-46. 
 
If myelin can’t be unwrapped are we sacrificing trading short- term gain, (faster young 
swimmers with poor technique), for long-term pain (trying to perfect develop 
technical proficiency when the swimmers are older)? 
Shouldn’t we be happier with being somewhat slower at 12-13 and under swimmers 
with improved technique than trying to spend hours undoing the mistakes and habits 
built up early on? 
 
You can see increased proficiency, as the swimmers get older but how much better 
could it be? 
 
The improvement of technical elements should be foremost in the early preparation 
stages for long course. 
 
Starts 
We need to have a better progression for teaching starts. I would suggest the video, 
“Teaching the Forward Start: The Coaches Guide” by Trip Hedrick as a place to begin. 
 
Observing starts hits home the need to incorporate “physical literacy” in training 
programs.  Probably 2/3 of younger swimmers and close to ½ of older swimmers need 
to learn to jump; most “push” off the blocks, as opposed to truly “jumping” in a 
coordinated, forceful manner. 
 
Backstroke starts are especially weak, in terms of swimmers who simply push off the 
wall and do a little “back-dolphin” action into the water, as opposed to jumping off 
the wall and doing a shallow back-dive. 
 
Underwater 
Similar observations as from Westerns:  Swimmers not gliding before they start 
kicking; kicks not carrying speed well enough (kicks need to be faster & smaller). 
Also, the transition from dolphin/fish kicks through the breakout into swimming needs 
to be developed and practiced correctly.  Most swimmers start flutter kicking 
(freestyle/backstroke) much too soon and lose their speed/momentum as they start 
swimming. 
 
Freestyle  
A huge majority of swimmers touch the wall at the finish facing the wall; many close 
races were lost by swimmers not reaching/rolling and touching on their sides. 
 
Not a lot of bi-lateral breathing especially in younger ages and in distance events. 
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Many swimmers lead with their elbows underwater. Swimmers are starting to pull back 
with their hands before they have gotten their elbows up into a proper catch. This was 
especially evident watching the 400 Freestyle on Sunday. 
See comments from Westerns. 
 
Butterfly 
We need to have a hard look at how we are teaching butterfly. In the fly events there 
was no real competent fly being swum by the majority of the finalists until the 
swimmers were beyond 13. There was a lot of survival fly being swum. 
 
The kick undulation is too big with too much of the motion coming from the hips and 
knees. Three teaching points to help address that issue: 

• the kick needs to initiate from the solar plexus (a few centimeters below the 
sternum) 

• the angle of knee bend needs to be decreased.  
• Swimmers need to squeeze their gluts to activate the hamstring muscles on the 

back of the thighs to keep the kick smaller and stiffer. 
 
We need to get kids off kick boards to learn fly kick and to develop speed and 
endurance doing it. They can hold onto the end of one as long as their face is in the 
water. 
Stroke breakdown in butterfly is most often attributable to deterioration of the kick, 
which itself is caused by fatigue of those core muscle groups – lower abs, lower back, 
glutes.  Practicing the kick in the proper position (that is, NOT with the upper body 
propped up/supported by a kick board) is the most effective way to practice fly kick. 
 
Backstroke 
Body position is not very good with poor posture due to poor head position. Heads are 
not far enough back to get the hips up. Swimmers are looking up at a 60-degree angle 
instead of 80 degrees. The hip down position results in a HUGE increase in 
resistance/drag moving through the water, and it also leads to a lack of kick. Many 
swimmers are operating on arms only especially in the 200, using their legs only to 
balance their stroke – very little propulsive power was coming from the kick. There is 
also a large drop off in kick in the second fifty of the 100. 
 
Not very much roll in evidence either, which makes catching very shallow. 
 
Are we doing enough backstroke kick? 
 
 
Breaststroke 
This warrants repeating from the earlier meet observations. 
 
This is a freeze-frame of Kitijima roughly six strokes into a 100m race. Every stroke 
begins and ends in exactly this position.  
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And a head-on view: 

 
 
The majority of swimmers do not reach that fully streamlined position at the finish of 
every stroke.  
 
They therefore have their hands inside their elbows, which leads to an ineffective out-
sweep and the creation of unnecessary resistance because they have broken their 
streamline just as they are delivering the propulsive push from their kick. 
Swimmers need to stretch in the recovery until they lock their elbows, and then begin 
to out-sweep, leading outward with their hands wider than elbows. 
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The kick on most of the swimmers is also too large/wide.  This makes the kick take too 
much time, which means that it is late delivering its push.  If you watch a 
breaststroker from the side, check out what happens to their hips after the in-sweep 
of the arms and during the kick.  On really good breaststrokers, the kick is small/quick 
and the hips stay relatively level and might even move forward; with most that we 
see, however, the hips literally stop and even slide down and a little backwards. Take 
video with an iPad or smartphone from the side and watch the hips in slo-mo. 
Remember:  nothing takes more energy than starting/stopping.  If the hips are going 
down & back, the swimmer is effectively stopped in the water. 
 
 
Turns 
Particularly in any race over 100m, the speed of rotation is too slow. 

• Freestyle/backstroke flip turns: Legs too “laid out” coming over; watch the 
6’3”+ men in the 100m final at the Olympics – they ball up. Small things can rotate 
much quicker than long things. 

• Backstroke: Kick tends to stop as soon as swimmers make the move from their 
back to their front.  Keep kicking as you rotate onto your front! 

• Fly/Breast:  Swimmers need to practice turns on walls where the touch surface 
extends well above the surface (that is, walls without gutters that they can grab 
onto).  Wedge a kickboard or something into or onto the overflow gutter at your home 
pool.  Give the swimmers the chance to practice this before the meet. 
Also, the speed of rotation tends to be very slow after the first 50m of a given race.  
Get knees into chest and feet close to butt. 
	  


